IndiGo continues to infuse its fitness belief at TG Connect Conclave; Celebrated
the spirit of fitness enthusiasts
-

6E hosted the TG Connect Conclave in Bengaluru with Kai Greene and other renowned fitness
influencers; Recognised specially abled athletes from Bengaluru

-

Event saw participation from 700 Bangloreans; Participants unfolded their stirring fitness stories
echoing commitment towards achieving fitness goals

National, July 20, 2017: India’s youngest and the coolest airline – IndiGo, today hosted the most loved
“TG Connect Conclave” in Bengaluru this evening at St. Johns Auditorium, Bengaluru. In its zest to
inspire the youth and particularly those who aspire to embrace fitness as a lifestyle – “TG Connect
Conclave” roped in the renowned and globally recognised fitness enthusiasts including, Kai Greene,
American IFBB professional bodybuilder and personal trainer, Ms Satya Sinha, Founder and Director,
Chisel Dreams, Mr Amaresh Ojha, Gympik Bengaluru and the team IndiGo - who unfolded their stirring
fitness stories echoing a healthy lifestyle as the necessity for a better tomorrow. To celebrate the feat
of fitness journeys made by those who displayed their passion and commitment to stay fit - fitness
enthusiasts gave a special call-out to the specially-abled athletes from Bengaluru.
Being on his ‘Inspire India tour’, Kai Greene, American IFBB professional bodybuilder and personal trainer
said, “It has always been a privilege to visit India. I am not only overwhelmed to see the passion in people
to embrace fitness, but seeing some of the specially abled people at the stage as fitness ambassadors it stirred my heart. It’s great to see Tarun Gill and Aditya Ghosh coming together and take fitness to
newer levels in their country. Thank You for having me at the TG Connect Conclave – this has made my
‘Inspire India tour’ even more special...”
Mr. Tarun Gill, India’s leading fitness influencer who is also heading TG Connect said, “Touching lives
through fitness is not just a motto but it’s like living the dream each day. We saw over 700 people at the
TG Connect Conclave, and together witnessing their commitment towards achieving fitness goals was
simply encouraging and inspiring. I personally acknowledge Aditya Ghosh who made me believe that
chasing my dream was worth it.”
Mr. Aditya Ghosh, President and Whole-Time, Director, IndiGo, said, “TG Connect Conclave in Bengaluru
marks an extension of IndiGo’s commitment towards its flagship FitToFly programme we started in
December 2016. For us at IndiGo, being healthy is not just about physical fitness, but it’s also about
creating fitness into everything we do – be it our operations, customer relations or financial stability of
the firm. We believe it starts with being fit as individuals. As a young brand, it has been our endeavour
to stay fit and I hope with this commitment we together embark upon this journey to see a new India,
embracing healthy lifestyle, a healthy you.”
IndiGo collaborated with Tarun Gill in December 2016 to launch FitToFly, a year-long programme that
aims to create awareness around fitness and a healthy lifestyle. For more updates on Fit to fly campaign,
please visit facebook.com/goindigo.in

About IndiGo
IndiGo is India's largest airline with a market share of 40% as of June 2017. IndiGo is one of the fastest
growing low cost carrier in the world (source: CAPA). IndiGo has a simple philosophy: offer fares that

are always low, flights that are on time, and a travel experience that is courteous and hassle-free.
IndiGo, with a Technical Dispatch Reliability of 99.86%, has one of the best On Time Performances in
India. With its fleet of 135 Airbus A320 family aircraft, the airline operates 934 daily flights connecting
46 destinations.
IndiGo is led by its President and Whole-time Director, Aditya Ghosh and is promoted by InterGlobe
Enterprises and Mr. Rakesh Gangwal, an aviation industry veteran and entrepreneur. InterGlobe
Enterprises is a leader in aviation, hospitality and travel related services‚ growing the market through
innovation and service leadership. We build businesses and represent global brands that deliver quality
and value. Established in 1989‚ with headquarters in Gurgaon‚ today InterGlobe has a network of 126
offices across 59 cities globally. InterGlobe employs more than 20,000 professionals across its
businesses which include IndiGo (InterGlobe Aviation), InterGlobe Technologies‚ InterGlobe Air
Transport‚ InterGlobe Technology Quotient‚ InterGlobe Hotels and InterGlobe Education
(www.interglobe.com)
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